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INTEROPERABILITY & INTEROPERABLE PUBLIC SERVICES 

INNOVATIVE USE OF TECHNOLOGIES BY THE PUBLIC SECTOR 

DATA SHARING 

In December 2020, the Spanish government presented the Artificial Intelligence National Strategy for 
the period of 2021–2023. The objective of the strategy is to set a level-playing field for businesses 
and citizens that guarantees security and privacy. The AI Strategy is part of the Recovery, 
Transformation and Resilience Plan for the Spanish economy, offering a framework for the 
development of AI in the country which aims to improve market competitiveness and growth. 

Artificial Intelligence (AI) 

The Valencia City Council proposes the management of public space, urban mobility for specific 
groups. This initiative aims, through the use of sensors installed on public roads, to inform 
stakeholders about the real-time status of each free-occupied space, and from the municipal level to 
have an analysis tool that will allow to identify improvements in the global mobility, inappropriate use 
of public space, facilitating their activity to these groups. 

Data spaces and Smart Data Platforms 

GovTech 

One of the initiatives incorporated into the draft Govtech strategy is the use of plain communication 
in the administration. A decalogue of commitments has recently been presented on promoting the use 
of clear language on public administration website. The purpose of the decalogue to put plain language 
strategies and activities into practice in order to achieve a simple and efficient writing style on the 
digital channel, that helps people easily understand how carry out an administrative procedure o 
process. 

Cross-border interoperability 

The Spanish Ministry of Economic Affairs and Digital Transformation and the Portuguese Ministry of 
Economy and Digital Transition have signed a Memorandum of Understanding for an Iberian alliance 
in the digital field, to cooperate in areas such as the digital connectivity hub, 5G, the creation of 
clouds, Artificial Intelligence, digital infrastructures or digital entrepreneurship.  

Data exchanges with and within public administrations 

The Data Intermediation Platform (DIP) is the main service of the central government inter-
administrative infrastructure to honour the Once-Only principle. The Data Intermediation Platform is 
responsible for performing critical functions such as managing the transferees and requesters actions, 
deleting citizens’ personal information obtained during data exchanges once they are completed, 
ensuring data confidentiality and integrity, etc.  

https://www.lamoncloa.gob.es/presidente/actividades/Paginas/2020/021220-sanchezenia.aspx
https://administracionelectronica.gob.es/ctt/svd#.XOnDxNIzbIU

